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Naval Postgraduate School
Occupational Safety, Health, and Environmental
Building 285, Qtrs N
285 Stone Road
Safety@nps.edu
Sections I through IV is to be completed by Appointed HM Rep or Principle Investigator (PI).  When completed, submit form and a current SDS of product and email to safety@nps.edu
Section I:  Hazardous Material
Section II:  Purpose, Usage, and Storage
Product Use Location
What Process will this Hazardous Material be used for? How will it be applied? 
Will it be used Indoors?
  Will product be used under a fume hood?
Number of Employees Exposed 
Section III:  Requestor's Comments
Provide additional information relevant to this request to assist in the approval process.
Section IV:  Certification Statement
I certify that I am the knowledgeable person designated as the Department HM Representative or individual assigned this responsibility.  The items requested above have
approved storage and proper personnel protective equipment is available.  Additionally, employees have or will receive proper information and training on the specific hazards of the requested HM.
Signature:
AUL Request Review
 Hazard Identification and Classification Categories
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
PPE that is required to use the Product.  This section to be completed by Safety Specialist or Industrial Hygienist.
            *NOTE*  It is the responsibility of the Department requesting the HM to make this PPE available to their employees before processes begin.
Final Approval
NPS Hazardous Material Program Manager:
This AUL Request has been:      
*Note*   The form will become locked from editing when this block is signed.  Only the signatory can unlock the form by right clicking on their signature and selecting "Clear Signature"
A copy of this completed form must be kept for record until 90 days after the last employee exposed to this product has left NPS.
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